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Part I: Historians 
 
The Mathematical Narratives of Peter Ramus and Henry Savile  
Robert Goulding 
 
Peter Ramus’s Prooemium mathematicum of 1567 was one of the earliest published 
histories of ancient mathematics. Widely read at the time, for the next century it 
continued to exert influence mathematicians and writers on the history of mathematics, in 
part because of its comprehensive scope, but equally because of the practical and 
progressive lens through which Ramus observed, selected and arranged his sources on the 
history and mathematics. One of the earliest, extended critical responses to Ramus’s 
history is found in Henry Savile’s 1570 Oxford lectures on Ptolemy. In the early part of 
his lectures, Savile presented a history of ancient mathematics almost entirely based on 
his study of Ramus’s Prooemium, but which argued for an entirely opposite account of 
mathematics as theoretical and eternal. In this paper I discuss the “malleability” of the 
evidence that was available to Renaissance scholars concerning the history of ancient 
mathematics. 
 
“The progress of Mathematick Learning”: John Wallis as historian of mathematics 
Philip Beeley 
 
The second half of the seventeenth century witnessed the emergence of a new genre of 
historical writing. The growth of scientific communication, while contributing to major 
advances in mathematical knowledge also engendered an increasingly bitter spirit of 
competition, expressed in the numerous disputes over priority in discovery which plagued 
the Republic of Letters during that time. As exemplified by the historical accounts of the 
cycloid produced variously by Blaise Pascal, Carlo Dati, and Johann Gröning, history of 
mathematics effectively became a cover for establishing a certain author’s claim to 
priority, and was all too often a self-serving enterprise rather than anything which could 
claim objectivity in a modern sense. Nor was the Savilian professor of geometry in the 
University of Oxford, John Wallis, completely averse to this kind of writing himself. But 
in his Treatise of Algebra he embarked upon a much broader historical mission, seeking 
to evince the ancient roots of algebra and to show how it had progressed through the 
centuries to the heights it had attained in his day. The results were not entirely non-
partisan, and Wallis has been justifiably accused of excessively promoting English 
contributions to the disadvantage of others. But was his conception of history therefore 
inherently one-sided? By putting the Treatise of Algebra in its scientific and cultural 



setting an attempt will be made to resolve the evident tension between broad history and 
priority concerns in Wallis, and in this way to reassess his legacy as a historian of 
mathematics.  
 
The quarrel on the invention of the calculus in Jean E . Montucla & Joseph Jérôme L. de 
Lalande, Histoire des Mathématiques (1758/1799–1802) 
Niccolò Guicciardini 
 
Montucla and Lalande’s Histoire des Mathématiques deals with the calculus controversy 
between Newton and Leibniz in great detail. The purpose of this paper is to analyse the 
image of the calculus controversy conveyed in this monumental historical work, and to 
draw some comparisons with contemporary British historical work (most notably, by 
Hutton, Rigaud, and Brewster).  
 
 
Part II: Historiographies 
 
Studies on Euclid’s Elements and their reception in the Middle Ages  
Sabine Rommevaux 
 
In my talk I will present three aspects of the latest research on Euclid’s Elements and 
their reception in Arabic and Latin Middle Ages. First, I will present the work that 
historians have done for about ten years on the diagrams in Euclid’s Elements: the 
function of the diagrams in the demonstrations, but also the difference between the 
diagrams in the Greek manuscripts and the transmission of the diagrams in the Arabic 
and Latin translations. Secondly, I will take stock of the different translations into Arabic 
and of the commentaries on Euclid’s Elements in the Middle Ages. Thirdly, I will present 
the latest studies on Latin translations of the twelfth-century, in particular on the work of 
translators (translation ad verbum or secundum sensum), but also the work of 
mathematicians like Campanus on the Elements. 
 
Thomas Harriot (1560–1621): history and historiography 
Jackie Stedall 
 
Over four centuries, attitudes to Harriot and his work have veered between adulation and 
dismissal. He was much admired by his contemporaries and immediate successors but 
John Wallis stirred up trouble at the end of the seventeenth century with his controversial 
remarks about Harriot and Descartes. There was a fresh surge of interest in his work 
when Harriot’s papers were rediscovered in the late eighteenth century but their historical 
context was at the time little understood. In the twentieth century Harriot has been a focus 
for both myth and history. Only in recent years has serious scholarship begun to recover 
his true achievements. At the same time, methods of approach are changing rapidly – and 
historians of the future will probably look back and see these attempts too as products of 
time and place. 
 
“Not a master of expression”: biographical treatments of Newton as a mathematician 



Rebekah Higgitt 
  
This paper will consider the depiction of Isaac Newton as a mathematician in biographies 
from the eighteenth to the twentieth centuries. As with other aspects of Newton’s life and 
work, the discussion of his mathematics varies according to the context in which the 
biography was written and the personal interests of the author. While all revered 
Newton’s accomplishments, he could be criticised for a lack of clarity in his manner of 
expression, both in recapturing the steps by which he reached his conclusions and in his 
choice of notation. These issues were particularly relevant when, for example, the 
significance of Principia was still being unpacked and when analytical mathematics were 
introduced to Britain. 
  
Many of those who have written about Newton were able mathematicians, and faced the 
daunting task of explaining technicalities to their readers. It is equally interesting to see 
how non-mathematicians have attempted the same task. David Brewster, who wrote both 
the best-selling and the most complete biographies of Newton in the nineteenth century, 
was criticised for failing to comprehend the centrality of mathematics. For Brewster, 
however, it was Newton’s empiricism that was more edifying for his readers. It is 
instructive to track how Newton the mathematician has, or has not, been integrated with 
dominant themes in Newtonian biography, including genius, method, personality, 
alchemy and religion. 
 
The editors and editions of the writings of Évariste Galois 
Peter M. Neumann (Queen’s College, Oxford) 
 
When Évariste Galois died aged twenty in 1832 he had already published some useful 
and valuable mathematics. His legacy included also a small morass of papers that were 
collected from his desk by his friend Auguste Chevalier. There have been many editions 
since 1832, culminating in the great Édition critique intégrale des manuscrits et 
publications d’Évariste Galois (1962, second edition 1976) by Robert Bourgne and Jean-
Pierre Azra. 
 
Although the Bourgne & Azra edition is known to French scholars as the ‘édition 
définitive’, in my work preparing a bilingual (French and English) edition I have 
discovered a surprising number of discrepancies and errors which tell us more than 
previous editors would, I suspect, like to admit about inter-dependencies. This is what I 
propose to discuss in my contribution to the symposium. 
 
The use of history of mathematics among Scandinavian mathematicians, 1870–1950 
Henrik Kragh Sørensen 
 
During the last decades of the 19th century, mathematicians in Scandinavia were 
professionalizing their discipline into an internationally oriented, research-centred 
enterprise. 
 



As part of their efforts, some of them turned to the history of mathematics to promote 
communal or individual goals. The biographies written about the most prominent 
Scandinavian mathematician of all, Niels Henrik Abel (1802–1829) show strong traces of 
such a vested history of mathematics, and Abel’s legacy could be invoked for a wide 
variety of purposes. 
 
The first monograph-sized biography of Abel was written by the Norwegian 
mathematical physicist Carl Anton Bjerknes and published in 1880. At the time, Bjerkens 
was struggling for recognition at home and abroad, and his biography of Abel is 
meticulous in its attempts to secure the priority of Abel in his famous intellectual 
competition with Jacobi. Following the Abel centennial in 1902, the prominent, self-
fashioning Swedish mathematician Gösta Mittag-Leffler prepared a biography of Abel in 
which Mittag-Leffler’s own ambitions and ideals are clearly visible between and on the 
lines. 
 
In my talk, I will discuss these two examples taken from a slightly larger meta-
biographical approach, which focuses on contextualizing different biographies of Abel to 
open new perspectives for analyzing developments, issues and personalities in 
Scandinavian mathematics from around 1870 to 1950. Thus, the talk will also address 
historiographical discussions inherent in writing and reading the biographical genre. 
 
 
Part III 
 
The Human Face of Mathematics 
Steve Russ 
 
In April 1990 the British Society for the History of Mathematics held what was probably 
its largest ever meeting with about 150 delegates (30 from overseas) and approximately 
half being schoolteachers. It was on the theme of the history of mathematics in education. 
There have been regular meetings by the Society on this theme ever since. In a survey of 
delegates in 1990 the most popular (of many suggested) ‘reasons for using history in my 
mathematics teaching’ was: ‘Gives mathematics a human face’. Why was this deemed to 
be so significant at the time? 
 
We shall recount the confrontation at this meeting between those devoted to research in 
the history of mathematics and those eager to use history simply for enriching their 
teaching of mathematics. There is a tension, and a dialogue, in this interaction which has 
been variously painful and rewarding to both (overlapping) communities ever since. Of 
course, there have been many other similar interventions and contributions in the UK in 
recent decades (for example, the Open University course on the History of Mathematics, 
various popular books, the Gresham Lectures , changes in the National Curriculum, etc). 
We shall attempt to analyse and assess the social, educational and conceptual contexts 
and effects of these various influences of the history of mathematics upon mathematics 
education in recent decades.  
 



Mathematicians’ histories: reflections on histories of hard mathematics. 
Jeremy Gray 
 
Many accounts of the history of recent mathematics written on the last one hundred years 
or more have been written by mathematicians, whether as participants or practising 
experts in a later state of the field. These books and articles are written from standpoints 
that are at once advantageous and problematic; their approaches will be analysed here. 
 
  


